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CONTACT

WEB 
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FB

www.healing-positivity.ca 

chloe.meagan.ig@gmail.com 

instagram.com/chloe.meagan

Chloe Meagan is a social media 

influencer who began their 

social media journey in 

December 2017. Focusing on 

positive living as well as 

advocating for marginalized 

communities, the content that is 

created always serves a purpose 

to educate the public all while 

being aesthetically pleasing and 

fun.   

DEMOGRAPHICS  

Niches include LGBTQ+ community , mental 

health , physical health and disability & lifestyle. 

21.16% of followers from USA, 6.14% from CAD. 

Blog followers consist of 59.5% CAD & 18.9% USA. 

71.1 % followers female 

Media 
Kit

STATS

92,300+ Instagram Followers

Engagement rate varies 3.5-5.5% 

1,126 Tumblr Followers

1,086 Facebook followers

Collaborated with companies such as @wepositive , 

@wepositivecanada , @shoplacle , @truselforganics , 

@shopwayofwill , @theprideshoes , @weareallout , 

@katvondbeauty , @revlon , @revloncanada , 

@myheroic.me , @covekombucha , @headlineshirts 

and @graphiquedefrance

ADVERTISE

I offers several collaboration options. 

Ads are required to stay online for 90 days. 

CURRENT RATES AS OF 01/2018 

Instagram Post - 100$  

Instagram Video - 125$  

Instagram Post, Blog Review & 

Repost on all channels - 150$ 

REVIEWS

I would love to! Reviews will always have honest 

feedback. A product is required in order for a review 

to be produced. No product will be returned to the 

sender. No other companies will be tagged in 

advertised content and content posted will always 

be clear of sponsorship. 

Want to collaborate together?  

CHLOE  MEAGAN

Cost of shipping to be covered by company*

Sending a product for review also gives you the 

option to host a giveaway at no charge!  



All analytics are accurate and up to date as of 12/01/2018 

from www.socialblade.com , www.socialrank.com and 

www.influencermarketinghub.com/instagram-money- 

calculator/


